
Enterprise File Sync and Share Solution
Business Information Solutions

Mobile users have plenty of 
consumer-grade options for 
synching and sharing files. 
Why not meet their needs – 
and protect your interests –
with an enterprise solution?

Does This Sound Like Your Current Situation?
The rise of personal cloud and other file sync and share services has introduced a compelling new way for mobile workers to 
send, share and store business documents and data. But when they’re keeping company information in personal clouds or using 
consumer-grade services to transmit files, workers are operating outside of IT policy. And they may be putting your information at 
risk – of loss, breach or non-compliance.

Make it seamless to sync and share files.
Mobile workers aren’t using rogue solutions to challenge IT policy. They’re using them because they need them to support 
Information Mobility. As they work in new ways – collaborating with team members inside and outside the organization – they need 
fast and easy access to files from any device. It’s up to your organization to implement an enterprise file sync and share solution that 
can meet those criteria – without compromising your information. 

Your Challenge: Delivering the Information Mobility that today’s workers need

Our Solution: As mobile workers collaborate in new ways, they need anytime, anywhere access to files and data. It’s increasingly 
important to offer enterprise support for sharing large files and synchronizing data across devices – whether workers are in the 
office or on the go. With Enterprise File Sync and Share, you can transition documents from paper and legacy storage to an efficient 
cloud platform. That gives your mobile workers the ability to access and manage information –  virtually anytime, anywhere, from 
any device.

Your Challenge: Taking control of information across your enterprise

Our Solution: As they adopt cloud services in their personal lives, mobile workers often turn to those resources to support on-the-
job collaboration. After all, a personal cloud can be a fast, easy place to store work files. Unfortunately, personal clouds are typically 
out of policy – and potentially risky for employers. By deploying Enterprise File Sync and Share powered by Syncplicity, your IT team 
can tap into the authentication and access control they need – while making it easy for mobile users to share files and folders inside 
and outside your organization.

Your Challenge: Safeguarding information at every stage of the lifecycle

Our Solution: Storing and sharing company information via unauthorized third-party services can create very real risks to 
information security and compliance with a range of regulations. In the face of HIPAA, FERPA, PCI and other requirements, it is 
increasingly important for enterprises to control how data is being stored, protected and/or manipulated. Enterprise File Sync and 
Share can give your organization a focal point for establishing and enforcing policies – so you can support Information Mobility 
without compromising information management.
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Putting It All Together For You

Fuel productivity among 
mobile workers

• Give end users seamless, automatic access to documents, files and shared
folders – so they can spend less time uploading and sending information

• Empower users to access and synchronize information across devices
• Collaborate more effectively with team members inside and outside the 

organization

• Publish files to large groups, confident that everyone can access the latest 
version across device

• Let users keep files where they want, sharing them with just the click of a 
mouse

• Share video, design and other “heavy” files regardless of size – without
logging into FTP sites or portals

• Automatically backup documents in real time, so mobile users can get back 
to work quickly

• Instantly recover previous versions of files
• Email links instead of files for better tracking of where information goes
• Ensure that files aren’t overwritten and that the right people have access to 

the right versions

Drive Information Mobility 
across your mobile 
workforce

Take control of file 
sync and share 

Workers are more mobile, and they’re working across more devices than ever. As they collaborate internally and with your 
customers and partners, they need the ability to quickly and easily access and transmit business information. In the absence of an 
approved enterprise solution for synching and sharing files, they’ll adopt potentially risky workarounds. 

With Enterprise File Sync and Share, you can deploy an industry-leading enterprise file sync and share platform that provides workers 
with speed, convenience and ease of use – while addressing your organization’s goals for information management and control. 

• Group/User Management 
• Active Directory Synchronization

• External Sharing 
Restrictions

CONTROL & SECURITY
Our solution helps safeguard information
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